WHY YOU SHOULD USE WEB ADHESIVES FOR LEATHER SEATING

Web adhesives are hot melt solutions formed into a nonwoven material that handles like fabric. Used in many assembly applications, find out why they are especially suited for automotive leather seating.

UNIFORMITY
Web adhesives offer consistent coverage throughout the leather seating application. This uniform strength also aids in overall aesthetics, boosting car interior appeal.

EASE-OF-USE
Easy to use, web adhesives don’t require much heat or pressure in order to activate their breathable bond. Additionally, they don’t alter the chosen substrate as a result.

VERSATILITY
In addition to being compatible with lamination equipment, web adhesives can be formulated to have a variety of weights, widths and application temperatures.

CERTIFICATION
Web adhesives pass OEM’s specification requirements, ensuring they can withstand application demands while improving passenger safety and comfort.

For more information on specific web adhesives for automotive leather interiors, call 800-7-BOSTIK, or visit www.bostik.com/us.